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Air Patch Project – Grades 3-5  

 

The atmosphere is a blanket of air that surrounds the earth. Air is very 

important—without it, there would be no rain, no weather, and no life on 

earth. The quality of the air we breathe is very important. 

A Patch Project on air can help you answer important questions about why our air gets 

polluted, how meteorologists forecast the weather, and what global warming is all about. 

 

Air Study 

Follow these steps to complete a Patch Project: 

1) Select a QUESTION to investigate (“What happens if…?”) 

2) Identify the PURPOSE (the reason) for your project (“My purpose is to learn more 

about…”), and read books and use the internet to study more about your topic 

3) Make a HYPOTHESIS (a prediction) about the results (“I think this will happen…) 

4) Develop a PROCEDURE (an experiment) to test the hypothesis (“I am going to take these 

steps to test my prediction…”) 

5) Identify the MATERIALS you will need to conduct your experiment 

6) Show your RESULTS (what happened) by taking photos or making drawings to provide 

information about your experiment and the outcome 

7) Write down the steps you took while performing your experiment (“First I put water in 

both jars...” or “I used the internet to research how…”) and the results you obtained 

8) Make a chart, graph, or list of facts or statistics showing DATA to support your results 

9) Form a CONCLUSION (a summary of the outcome) to tell what the results mean and what 

you learned (“I learned that…”) 

10) Make a project display and experiment set-up to present at the Patch Project Days 

and Patch Science Fair  

11) Practice telling an audience about your project and what you learned! 

 

Air Project Ideas 

Here are some ideas to get you thinking about the variety of air projects that can be done, 

however, please make an effort to think of a unique project. You are also encouraged to 

work with your child to identify a project that interests them! 

 Make a barometer and show how it measures air pressure 

 Show how the amount of snow is not equal to the same amount of water 

 Make “can frost” to demonstrate how condensation is formed 
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More air project ideas… 

 Use ozone testing strips to measure ozone levels and discuss the greenhouse effect 

 Make a sun print to show how solar energy creates chemical changes 

 Make lightning in a pan and show how it’s similar to real lightning 

 Learn about rate of evaporation and how different external conditions affect drying time 

 

Example Project Plan for an Air Experiment – Is MY Air Polluted? 

1) QUESTION: How does the air quality differ among the various places I go? 

2) PURPOSE: The purpose of this project is to show that air quality is impacted by a variety 
of variables 

3) HYPOTHESIS: I think that air quality is different from inside to outside, as well as being 
different from building to building, and from place to place inside my house  

4) PROCEDURE: 
Here are the steps I took: 

a. Used a glass microscope slide and smeared a thin layer of petroleum jelly onto the 
top surface ensuring the entire surface was coated 

b. Placed the slide in various areas: Bedroom, Kitchen, Garage, Backyard, Classroom 
c. Labeled slide according to its location 
d. Placed the slides in an open area, where the air flows freely 
e. Wait 1-2 days and collected my slides 
f. Used a microscope to examine the particles that were trapped by the petroleum 

jelly. Classified the particles. Answered: What percentage of the slide is covered? 
g. Compared slides from the indoors vs. the outdoors 
h. Compared slides among the rooms of my home 

5) Record your DATA and make notes about your observations and any numbers or results 
6) MATERIALS: Microscope and slides, petroleum jelly, home furnace filter, shoe boxes 
7) RESULTS: Slides from outside locations, including garage, had more particles; among 

inside rooms, kitchen had the most particles 
8) CONCLUSION: Having a filter on a furnace is necessary to keep air particles outside from 

coming into the house as much as possible. 

 

Web Sites for Additional Air Project Ideas and Information 

 http://www.pca.state.mn.us/ 

 http://www.weather.gov/ 

 http://www2.epa.gov/science-and-technology/air-science 

 http://www.noaa.gov/wx.html 

 http://www.weatherwizkids.com/weather-clouds.htm 

 http://www.airnow.gov/ 

 http://www.windows2universe.org/ 

 http://environment.nationalgeographic.com/environment/ 

 http://science.howstuffworks.com/ 
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